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'Worst' would seem to imply bad, stupid or poorly designed. (And in a book of inventions that translates This book claims to be about
failures of invention and various ridiculous ideas people have had throughout history. "An entertaining look at the failures of celebrated
inventors and less well-known pioneers." Right there on the back cover!Â This is a very interesting book detailing all different types of
inventions, from flight to medicine, and the inventors that made them possible. Good for some laughs, a few cringes, and a lot of eye
rolling, I would recommend this book to anyone who loves history or comedy. flag Like Â· see review. Feb 27, 2013 David Beckstead
rated it liked it. 20 Worst Inventions Ever. By Nooh Kazi on. January 14, 2014 - Like us now!Â and type, like we came from mountains,
thatâ€™s why a lot of people hate it and the reason it is no more. 2. Agent Orange.Â Blimps, the floating airships commonly use Helium
in them; however in 1931, when Hindenburg (An Airship famous for its disaster) was designed, its makers decided to go for Hydrogen in
place of helium to make it float. However, on its flight, the hydrogen being more volatile disastrously caught fire and Hindenburg blasted
off resulting in crash and 35 casualties out of 97 people on the board. 5. Anti-Eating Mask. This invention is part of the worse inventions
because it is responsible of thousands of innocent casualties in middle east countries. Slavery is worse than work because it is a
concept that was abolished in the 60's, but had been using for multiple centuries. Just like work, the concept is to provide an effort in
order to get a result.Â Petroleum is a fossil fuel that is really dark and has a slimy texture. It is mainly used in fuelling cars, making
plastic and other objects. Petroleum is highly polluting and has a huge negative effect on our environnment. We decided to place it in our
top 10 list, because it is highly dangerous, polluting and creates a huge source of income for capitalists. It is also the reason of many
wars and massacres.

